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1. Introduction 

The majority of reading literature supports the explicit instruction of reading 

strategies (Cohen, 2011), as is reflected in the extensive implementation of various reading 

strategy instruction methods in classrooms (Palincsar & Brown, 1984; Beck & McKeown, 

2001; Saenz, Fuchs & Fuchs, 2005). However, there is a growing minority of research, often 

taking a sociocultural approach, which questions these findings. For example, Dong, 

Anderson, Kim and Li (2008) show how students who participated in Collaborative 

Reasoning received no explicit reading strategy instruction, yet demonstrated reading strategy 

transfer anyway. Dong et al. claim that these strategies are “socially propagated” (p. 414), and 

though this was not the aim of the study, it can be implied that explicit instruction of reading 

strategies may not be necessary or even helpful. If this were the case it would have huge 

implications for the teaching of reading. 

Before further discussion, however, it is important to define exactly what I mean by 

“explicit strategy instruction”. This paper agrees with Cohen’s (2011) assertion that 

“language learner strategies can be defined as thoughts and actions, consciously selected by 

learners, to assist them in learning and using language in general, and in the completion of 

specific language tasks” (p. 682), with the specific language tasks referring to the act of 

reading. Explicit strategy instruction, then, refers to when an instructor intentionally spends 

time telling or showing a reader (or group of readers) how to use reading strategies with the 

aim of developing reading ability. The opposite of this, similar to Dong et al.’s (2007) 

“socially propagated” strategies, would be reading strategy acquisition, where students learn 

to use a strategy without any intentional explicit input from an instructor, though unplanned 

discussion and practice of strategies may occur in the classroom. 

Considering the above, I will review six studies on the topic of explicit instruction of 

learning strategies with the aim of answering the following research questions: 1) can reading 

strategies be acquired without explicit instruction, 2) is this desirable, and, 3) if so, what does 

this mean for strategy instruction? To answer this question I will first look at a typical 

example of the explicit instruction of reading strategies in Taiwan (Pan & Wu, 2013). Next, I 

will present a study which investigates which, if any, reading strategies require explicit 

strategy instruction (Finkbeiner, Knierim, Smasal & Ludwig, 2012). Next, I will turn to an L1 

study that explores the possibility of learner strategy acquisition in language communities 

(Coyle, 2007). Utilizing the concept of learner strategies, I will review two articles that study 

the effectiveness of different aspects of language communities (Reza and Mahmood, 2012; 

Kim, 2008). The last article will question the validity of all the other research in this paper by 
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exploring whether it is not the interaction or instruction that results in increased reading 

strategy use, but the reading act itself (Gorsuch and Taguchi, 2010). To finish, I will then 

discuss how these studies relate to each other and answer my research question, suggesting 

implications for the future. 

2. The Efficacy of Explicit Strategy Teaching 

Many Taiwanese universities require their students to take English reading courses in 

an attempt to increase graduates’ international competitiveness. Most of these university 

English reading classes are dominated by a traditional teacher-centered methodology, but 

more recently there has been a move towards a student-centered and communication-

orientated methodology. In an attempt to study this methodological shift, Pan and Wu (2013) 

explored the way reciprocal cooperative learning (RCL) instruction affected reading 

comprehension exam scores compared to the more traditional approach  

RCL is based on Boyce and Hineline’s (2002) Interteaching, but adapted for a reading 

context. In RCL an instructor explicitly coaches students in the use of SQ3R reading 

strategies (Robinson, 1970) for about 15 minutes, after which the students, in small groups, 

use these to read a text and answer each other’s questions about the text (which they prepare 

in advance). The instructor gives direct support to individual groups if needed, and ends the 

class with remedial lectures focusing on clarification, solving student problems and further 

strategy instruction. 

Over a full semester, one experimental group received RCL instruction and one 

control group received traditional lecture instruction. The English Learning Motivation Scale 

(ELMS) and the General English Proficiency Test were administered to measure the entry 

level of the students, who were all freshmen from two departments. They were then split into 

low- medium- and high-proficiency groups, and the development of their reading level was 

measured with two midterms and one final examination, with the ELMS repeated at the end 

of the study. 

The results were found to be the same as many other studies (Cohen, 2011), with the 

RCL (explicit instruction) groups showing much higher scores than the groups which 

received traditional lecture instruction. This was found to be particularly strong with low- and 

medium-level students, though high-level students who received RCL also showed more 

improvement than the control group. This goes towards proving the benefits of explicit 

instruction of reading strategies in the Taiwanese context, and has implications for the 

teaching context there. 
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In terms of this paper, it is hard to argue against such strong evidence, and it is easy to 

see why such methods have become widespread. While this is an important finding in the 

context of my research questions, it does not bring us closer to understanding if such explicit 

instruction of reading strategies is necessary, though it seems as though it can be helpful 

when compared with traditional teaching models. Let us consider, then, the extent to which 

reading strategies can be acquired without explicit instruction. 

3. Self-Regulation and Strategy Learning 

The teaching of reading strategies, as in Pan and Wu (2013), often relies on the 

explicit instruction of select strategies to a whole class, regardless of the individual needs of 

the learners. Finkbeiner et al. (2012), however, assumed that successful strategy learning 

takes place within each student’s zone of proximal development (ZPD, Vygotsky, 1978), and 

therefore explored learners’ self-regulated strategy use. This was done as part of the 

ADEQUA project (Finkbeiner, Ludwig et al., 2006) with 9th grade German EFL students, and 

used specially designed dyadic reading tasks aimed at eliciting a wide range of strategies 

without explicit teacher instruction. The aim was to identify which reading strategies EFL 

students use without teacher help, and how teachers support their students’ reading strategy 

use through mid-task scaffolding. 

Finkbeiner et al. (2012) performed two video studies, Main Study 1 and 2, to measure 

this. Main Study 1 examined learner dyads performing L2 reading tasks in a lab without 

teacher support, with the aim of observing which reading strategies would be acquired 

naturally. After each task was recorded, students participated in a stimulated recall procedure 

to identify strategy use. Main Study 2 was a video study of learner dyads performing L2 

reading tasks in regular classrooms, where teachers with no specific strategy instruction 

training were allowed to support students mid-task. Again, the teachers and students 

participated in a stimulated recall procedure to identify the teacher’s rationale and the 

students’ perception of the teacher’s actions.  

The results showed that the students in Main Study 1 used a variety of cognitive and 

socio-affective reading strategies without any explicit instruction, however no metacognitive 

strategies were acquired. The addition of a teacher in Main Study 2 only made a small 

difference, as most teacher actions were teacher-centred and missed the students’ weaknesses. 

Also, the teachers encouraged or demonstrated metacognitive strategies as little as their 

students used them, though again cognitive and socio-affective strategies were identified. 

Finkbeiner et al. (2012) labelled this finding as metacognitive illiteracy, and concluded that 
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teacher training was required to allow the scaffolding of metacognitive skills in teacher 

scaffolding. 

This study, then, supports the notion that some strategies do not need explicit 

instruction, and that the use of other strategies benefit from teacher scaffolding. However, it 

sheds no light on the instruction of metacognitive reading strategies, which are arguably the 

most important in becoming a good reader. This is an issue, as the explicit strategy 

instruction in Pan and Wu (2013) was of SQ3R, an approach which focuses mainly on the 

development of metacognitive strategies. The next study addresses this issue somewhat by 

studying metacognitive strategy acquisition. 

4. Strategy Development in Language Communities 

Coyle (2007) also takes a sociocultural theoretical approach to strategy learning, in 

which the classroom is understood to be “a cognitive space where learning is constructed 

within each individual’s ZPD” (p. 66). He encapsulates ideas of the individual (micro) and 

the classroom and the interactions therein (macro) into a concept of a “learning community”, 

which is centred on the growth of learning via activity within and through a community. It is 

this activity, which consists of interaction between teachers and students, in which cognitive, 

socio-affective, and metacognitive learning strategies are expected to develop, and although 

Coyle doesn’t focus on reading strategies, his discussion of learning strategies is relevant to 

this paper. 

Coyle set out to study how learner strategy use might be affected and developed by 

learning communities, particularly given a shared goal-orientation (Coyle, 2002, as cited in 

Coyle, 2007) between the teacher and learners. Three 60-minute German lessons given to a 

class of low-level British learners of German were recorded as part of a longitudinal study, 

out of which the teacher and researchers identified critical incidents for further analysis. The 

classroom interactions, students’ work, and field notes, along with these critical incidences 

were analysed to deduce how the language community affected learner strategy. 

Coyle identified three aspects of language communities which affect strategy learning: 

scaffolding (mediation of contributions and developing collaboration), classroom culture 

(how the teacher implemented her vision in relation to the students), and the creation of 

learning opportunities (both planned and spontaneous interventions for mediation of learning 

by teacher and students). These factors all contributed towards cognitive, socio-affective and 

even metacognitive strategy learning without explicit instruction. Coyle concludes that the 

language community is the key to strategy acquisition; since every novice learner has unique 
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needs they will best acquire learning strategies given membership in a language community 

which operates within their ZPD. 

Although this study does not focus on the acquisition of reading strategies, it is 

possible to imagine a similar approach to creating a learning community with the aim of 

developing reading strategies. Therefore I will now review how the three aspects of a 

language community Coyle (2007) marks as important (scaffolding, classroom culture and 

learning opportunities) have been investigated in relation to the acquisition of reading 

strategies. 

5. The Effects of Peer and Teacher Scaffolding 

Reza and Mahmood (2012) provide an excellent study which focused heavily on the 

effect of scaffolding, the first aspect of language communities that Coyle (2007) identifies,  

on both comprehension and reading strategy acquisition. To do this they split 95 mixed-level 

Iranian university students into either a scaffolding experimental group or a control group 

that was given traditional teacher-centred reading instruction. Both groups were further 

divided into 8 groups of three learners each. Importantly, and in contrast to Finkbeiner et al. 

(2012), the teacher for the scaffolding groups was well trained in sociocultural theory, and 

was aware of how to effectively scaffold. The teacher gave no explicit reading strategy 

instruction, and only offered timely scaffolding that provided graduated dialogic help, 

moving from implicit to explicit, until the learner could resolve their problem independently. 

The students in this group were also expected to provide peer-scaffolding, but many were 

initially resistant to this unfamiliar idea. Some short scaffolding instruction at the beginning 

of the intervention alleviated this.  

In order to test the effects of scaffolding on both reading comprehension and strategy 

use Reza and Mahmood (2012) developed their own reading comprehension test (which was 

used as a pre-test then as a post-test after ten sessions) and a strategy questionnaire which was 

translated into Persian and was designed to measure cognitive and meta-cognitive reading 

strategies. As the measures were created by the researchers, their reliability was confirmed by 

researchers with no relation to the study.  

The study found that both reading comprehension and strategy use increased only in 

the experimental group. Interestingly, proficiency was not linked to strategy acquisition in 

any way, with students of all levels acquiring a range of cognitive and metacognitive reading 

strategies. This finding is significant, as it proves that a sociocultural approach to reading 

strategy instruction is not only viable but can be effective, allowing us to conclude that the 
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scaffolding aspect of Coyle’s (2007) language community holds true for reading strategy 

acquisition. However, the study falls short in that it cannot make any comment on the explicit 

instruction of reading strategies, which it does not include in the experiment. Therefore, we 

can only say that a theory of reading strategy acquisition is a real option alongside explicit 

instruction without comparing the two. 

6. Language Socialization and Interaction 

To further support Coyle’s (2007) theory of language communities in a reading 

context two more factors need to be explored: classroom culture and learning opportunities. 

Kim (2008) investigates both of these by placing sociocultural theory within a theory of 

Language Socialization (Duff, 2007), which emphasizes the interdependence of language 

acquisition and sociocultural knowledge through interaction and the process of being 

socialized into the social practice of a classroom culture. More specifically, language 

socialization proposes the transfer of knowledge between novice and expert through “guided 

participation” (or scaffolding) in “activities” (Kim, 2008, p. 23) which focus on why, how 

and where L2 reading strategies can be applied. Of course, explicit instruction has no part in 

this, with only the interaction of students in a group, and socialization into that group, 

expected to result strategy acquisition. 

Kim set out to investigate how patterns of interaction within a group shape how 

Korean students are socialized into the use of reading strategies, and if these patterns promote 

or constrain their reading strategy acquisition. Therefore, she formed a tutoring class of five 

adult Korean learners of English who met twice a week for five months. In these meetings, 

Kim provided a reading but no instruction, instead encouraging the students to produce mini-

lessons in which they discussed the reading, the difficulties they were having, and the ways in 

which they overcame these difficulties. She expected each learner to lead a mini-lesson at 

least once. 

In recording her results Kim took personal field notes and balanced them with tape-

recordings of each lesson and student interviews at intervals throughout the intervention. The 

transcripts of the tape-recordings were analysed before referring to the field notes to 

minimize bias, and after incorporating the interviews as well, Kim made the following 

observation: working together in a group does not necessarily lead to learning opportunities. 

In fact, transcripts of the lessons revealed that, while strategy acquisition did occur, it only 

seemed to come about when the learners were engaging in complete sentences, with 

incomplete exchanges marking a lack of learning. Kim connects this to the increased reading 
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ability and strategy reportage of these students, and concludes that only when exchanges 

result in dialogue do they facilitate both reading comprehension and strategy acquisition. 

Therefore, Kim (2008) finds that creating a good a learning environment (or classroom 

culture) which gives students opportunities to develop their own strategies facilitates reading 

strategy acquisition, completing support for Coyle’s (2007) language communities. 

7. Acquiring Reading Strategies Through Reading 

So far, I have suggested that reading strategies can be acquired through sociocultural 

approaches. However, we have not yet investigated one last important element of explicit 

strategy instruction which could possibly lead to strategy acquisition: the reading act itself. 

Despite all the evidence for sociocultural and socialized learning of strategies, it is possible 

that the act of reading alone within these approaches can lead to strategy acquisition. 

Gorsuch and Taguchi (2010) explore the effects of Repeated Reading (RR) on reading 

strategy acquisition. RR aims to increase reading fluency by developing the ability to decode 

and comprehend at the same time. In place of allowing students to read difficult texts slowly 

and laboriously, it uses repeated reading of simple texts to increase the automatic recognition 

of words and therefore free up working memory to focus on more important aspects of 

reading. This approach is markedly different from all the studies reviewed here so far, in that 

there is no instruction or interaction – it is just the student with their book. 

The study aimed to find out if 30 college-level students in a Vietnamese University 

undergoing an RR intervention report the use of reading strategies and whether their reports 

change over an eleven-week intervention. Gorsuch & Taguchi formed 16 easy texts from 

three Penguin graded readers. Participants timed themselves reading 500 words from one of 

these, before reading the same passage a second and third time following along with an 

audiotape. After reading it alone and recording their times for a 4th and 5th time, students 

wrote an unguided reflective report on the lesson and their progress. These reports, every RR 

session, formed the data for this study. Any reading strategies reports mentioned in the 

reports were identified and categorized based on Salataci and Akyel’s (2002) list of cognitive 

and metacognitive strategies. 

The results show that participants reported a range of cognitive and metacognitive 

strategies despite having received no instruction. Of particular interest is that strategies 

reported include questioning, personal comments and summarizing, which are core elements 

of much explicit strategy instruction, in particular Reciprocal Teaching (Palincsar & Brown, 

1984) and PALS (Saenz et al., 2005). Gorsuch and Taguchi (2010) conclude that RR allowed 
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the students to notice and apply strategies that they had not been aware of before. This is of 

great importance, as it implies that reading strategies can be acquired through reading alone.  

Unfortunately, Gorsuch & Taguchi mention a large caveat at the end of their study by 

revealing that the RR treatment only consisted of the first 35 minutes of class, with the 

remaining 25 minutes used to do pair and small group work on role-play, text discussion, 

predictions and vocabulary work. Without more detail it is difficult to be sure, but given the 

sociocultural research mentioned in this paper we could suggest that the strategy gains 

described here are not in fact a result of RR but rather due to the sociocultural and socializing 

effects of the peer and teacher interaction present throughout the intervention and the 

remaining class time. 

8. Discussion 

This paper set out to explore what the literature says about the viability of reading 

strategy acquisition, the desirability of this over explicit reading strategy instruction, and 

potential consequences for the latter. Bringing the six studies together, we can see that, 

although explicit instruction is proven to raise reading comprehension ability (Cohen, 2011; 

Pan & Wu, 2013), learners also develop cognitive and socio-affective reading strategies when 

in interaction with peers, and with no explicit reading instruction (Finkbeiner et al., 2012). 

However, Finkbeiner et al. did not manage to show metacognitive strategy acquisition, a key 

strategy and main finding of Pan and Wu (2013). 

To explore this further, we found that L1 learning strategies can potentially be 

acquired given learner participation in language communities (Coyle, 2007). We took three 

critical elements of language communities (scaffolding, classroom culture, and learning 

opportunities) and explored them further in relation to reading strategy acquisition. First, 

Reza and Mahmood (2012) confirmed that the sociocultural practice of scaffolding does 

result in both reading comprehension and reading strategy acquisition despite no explicit 

strategy instruction. Next, Kim (2008) showed that both classroom culture and learning 

opportunities are important in reading strategy acquisition by situating sociocultural theory in 

a language socialization model. 

Up to this point a good argument had formed for a model of reading strategy 

acquisition; all of the studies point to the real benefits of a sociocultural approach. Although 

the last article, Gorsuch and Taguchi (2010), gave good evidence that reading alone could 

result in similar strategy acquisition, the study did not properly control for sociocultural 
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influences such as group work and scaffolding, and therefore cannot provide conclusive proof 

of reading’s efficacy. 

We are left, then, with a series of studies claiming the efficacy of explicit language 

instruction, a growing body of literature which shows that strategies can be acquired, and the 

possibility that reading itself leads to reading strategies. In order to reconcile these seemingly 

contradictory findings, I will propose a tentative hypothesis for reading strategy acquisition. 

Reading strategies are acquired naturally along with literacy provided that readers are 

socialized into a literacy community which valorises and participates in reading; if children 

read a lot, they are likely to become good, strategic readers. However, when strategies are not 

acquired early on, membership in a language community, whether this be the home, school, 

or peer group, can and should enable the child to be socialised into using reading strategies. 

In cases where reading strategies are not acquired, readers can be scaffolded towards better 

reading, beginning with implicit scaffolding, and gradually moving towards explicit 

scaffolding if the student requires it. This last point is where explicit strategy instruction may 

begin to have a role, and no earlier. 

A hypothesis of reading strategy acquisition would explain that the reason studies 

such as Pan and Wu (2013) find explicit instruction to be effective is only partially to do with 

the instruction, and more related to the fact that they include sociocultural elements that 

socialise students into language communities. There is no doubt that the explicit instruction 

of strategies does have some effect on strategy use, but classes consists of unique individuals, 

so it is impractical, if not a waste of time, to canvas a whole class with the same strategy 

instruction(Coyle, 2007). In fact, the hypothesis presented above is not far removed from 

Donato and MacCormick’s (1994) assertion that:  

“strategies should not be understood only in terms of direct 

instruction . . . they are developed in „communities of practice‟ where 

individuals, initially inexperienced and unaware, are apprenticed into full 

participation into the sociocultural practices of the community in which they 

live” (p. 454). 

Although it would be quite a challenge, it would be interesting to survey the literature which 

supports explicit strategy instruction (such as Cohen, 2011) and investigate the extent to 

which the presence of a sociocultural language community relates to the extent of reading 

strategy gain. 

To truly go about constructing a hypothesis of reading strategy acquisition would 

require a much more extensive and thorough literature review, the likes of which are not 
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possible here. In particular, the theory of language socialization, given only a cursory glance 

in this paper, appears as though it could be a critical component, and it may be worth 

investigating the possibility of suggesting a theory of (reading) strategy socialisation. This 

framework could potentially explain and account for a number of contradictory studies and 

allow further research in the field of reading strategy instruction in the future. 
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